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Enhanced and indiscriminate  use  of  wireless  technologies  in  the
past  few  years  has  raised  the  levels  of  electromagnetic  field
radiations (EMFr). Among these, the number of mobile phones has
tremendously increased in  recent  years  and hence  the  hazardous
effects  of  EMFr  on  living  systems  including  plants.  Though  the
biological  effects  of  EMFr  have  drawn  the  attention  of  many
scientists as well as environmentalists, yet there is lack of evidences
of effects of mobile phone radiations on plants and their mechanism
of action. Therefore, a study was planned to investigate the effects of
mobile phone radiations on early growth of Brassica campestris and
evaluate the associated biochemical changes.

We studied the effect of actual cell  phone EMFr (at power density:
8.55  μW cm−2; 900 MHz; for 1/2, 1, 2, and 4 hours)  in terms of
early root  growth, generation of  reactive  oxygen species  (ROS) in
terms of malondialdehyde and hydrogen peroxide content, effect on
membrane integrity and root oxidizability and changes in levels of
superoxide dismutases, catalases, guaiacol peroxidase, and ascorbate
peroxidases.

It  was  observed that  cell  phone  EMFr inhibited the germination,
early growth of Brassica. Further, EMFr enhanced lipid peroxidation
and  increased  H2O2  accumulation  and  electrolyte  leakage  from
Brassica roots thereby indicating ROS-mediated oxidative stress. It
was  accompanied  by  a  significant  increase  in  the  activities  of
scavenging enzymes. However, the enhanced activities of scavenging
enzymes could not prevent the damage induced by cell phone EMFr.

The  study  concluded that  cell  phone  EMFr inhibits  Brassica  root
growth  by  inducing  ROS-generated  oxidative  stress  despite
increased  activities  of  antioxidant  enzymes.  The  obtained results
point to the possible effect of cell phone EMFr on natural ecosystem
process and therefore a need for risk assessment due to cell phone
EMFr and development of proper management strategies to check
EMFr pollution in the natural environment.
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